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l. Introd,uctory
FORENT ORD
BY PROFESSOR BENJAMIN FARRINGTON

I

do not think Bernal has ever written better than here. He first

A few weeks ago I was taking a distinguished poec from the
west coast of Africa to see the grave of Marx in Highgate Cemetety. There as we stood alone by that simple moflrffnent I reflected
how the man who was buried there was known and revered in every
part of the world today. I drought of how he had aflected every
aspect and field of human thought, natural science as much as any of
the economic and political fields that were his Particular concern.
To talk of the contribution of Marx to science seems almost
superfluous, for Marx himself was a scientist. Starting from the
observation and practice of the most difficulc of them-the science
of human society in its historic development-he had come to comprehend the whole runge of sciences. Nevettheless he might have
remained a journalist, a historian, or an ecoflomist if he had done
no more than ana\yze and contemplate these fields of human knowlHe had seen
political action. It

alwaYs into
theorY and

edge.

practice that he s,as
g"n.. to absorb, an

great intellihole method

of thought afld action that we call the social and natural sciences.
\7hat Marx did for science in his time and what the result of his
work will do for science in the future is the subject of this lecture.
His great contribution was that he brought out for the first time the
basiJsocial character of science and the corresponding necessity of
science to sociery. To be able to do that at all meant the assimilation
of the complete range of science as well as a deep knowledge of
socialist wotld.

history and philosophy.
It is difficult for us now to grasp what a gr@t feat it was, because
the fundamentals of Marxist ideas are now common property even
among the most embittered anti-Marxists. The great discovery of
Marx was that the ultimate motive force of history, of human social

or

mystical

their living

lothing

ith it

and

social

productive relations leading to the aPPearance of rival classes. Their
ionflicts, which form the significant patt of history, can be foll'owed
in unbroken sequence to the Present day and beyond it, and are the
5

source of the intellecrual productions of human culture. These ideas,
which Marx was to spend so much of his life proving and amplifying, wete aheady firmly grasped by him early in his life's work.

Thus we find

in the Okonomiscb-pbi.losophiscbe

Manaskripte

(1844):
"This material, directly perceptible private property is the material
perceptible expression of alienated* human life. Its movementproduction and consumption-is the material manifestation of the
movement of all previous production, that is to say realization or
actuality of man. Religion, family, state, law, morality, science, art,
etc., are only particular ways of production and fa[ under its general
laws."'

Vhile a yeat later he was to write:
"History is nothing but the succession of the separate generations,
of which exploits the materials, the forms of capital, the productive forces handed down to it by all preceding ones, and thus on
each

the one hand continues the traditiotal activity in completely changed
circumstances and, on the other, modifies the old circumstances with
a completely changed activity. . . .
"Thus, for instance, if in England a machine is invented, which
in India or China deprives coundess workers of bread, and ov€rturns
the whole form of existence of these empires, this invention becomes
a world-histor ical f.act." 2
\7e owe to Marx this insight into the social and economic basis
of history which in one form or another has penetrated all modern
t obscurantists or virulent antithought,
ld not make us forget that for
Marxists.

the face of all the thought of
Marx to
the time, was a vast intellectual achievement.
Marx's ideas are not exempt from the application of his own
*reory. It was by no means an accident that it was left to a man
with his background and his experience to make this discovery. A1though it was latent in the development of
thought and politics, there is a whole wor
the vague u.i.ptu.r.. of the inter-relatetn
* The word alienated (entfremd'et) is used by Marx in a metaphorical

take up a

:'::1":lf:

culture and the ptecise form of that relationship which Marx expounded with the aid of the new dialectical method which he
developed.

This method cannot be understood without going right back to
Marx's original writing. This is why I personally am so glad *rat I
have had to give this lecture, because it has driven me back to the
srudy of many familiar classics of Maxism as well as to some of
his eadier and lesset known writings *rat I have now read for the
first time. It is strange how the experience of the post-war wotld
actually makes what was written mofe than one hundred years ago
seem much clearer now than it did at first reading. As the examples
of the economic and political events of the last few years add up, one
begins to see more and more what it was ttrat Marx was driving at.
It seems more than ever astonishing that he was able to achieve the
understanding he did without the range of econornic and political
as 1843,
result of
observa-

tion of life and society. The actual transition by which, if we may
say so, Marx became a Marxist is one of the rnost interesting
examples of the development of human thought. It deserves a most

elaboiate and detailed study and anything I say about it now must
be considered in the naturi of a very amaterr effort; but it is still
one worth making, because these kin
of thought are the really rcvolutionary
the steady accumulation of facm, mark
ligence over the human environment.

IL

Hotu Marx Became a Marui.st. Philosopby
and, Religi.on

Kad Marx, the son of a wel
1818 and had the uPbringing
time. Trained for the law, t e c
wandered, even in his schooldays, ov
though he produced a play and som
first ieriorrsind absorbing interest in
7

6

orn io

of the
it, but
A1-

his

tlin

in 1837 he became alrnost inevitably

a Hegelian, for at that time

Hegel represented the most complete synthesis, however abstract
and idealist, of the revolution in thought that in Germany had taken
the place of the political and indusrial revolutions of France and
England.

The great contribution of Hegel's thought to rhat of Marx was
his insistence on the development of procestes rather than the existence of things. Yet Hegel's thorough idealism prevented his "process"
having any concrete reality. The idea of evolution in nature was
simply not conceivable; the natural world appeared all at once, as
in the simplest of creation myths. But Hegel did propound evolution, and evolution by successive stages, in human history.* He
coined the phrase, "All that is rational is real." This, however, did
not imply fixiry but change. As Engels explains:

"Now, according to Hegel, reality is, however, in no way an
of any given state of affais, social or political, in all circumstances and for all time. On the contrary. The Roman Republic
was teal, but so was the Roman Empire which superseded it. In
1789 the French monarchy had become so unreal, that is to say, it
had been so robbed of all necessity, so non-rational, that it had to
be destroyed with the greatest enthusiasm. In this case the monarchy
was the unreal and the revolution was the real. And so, ifl the course
of development, a-11 that was previously real becomes unreal, loses
its necessity, its right of existence, its rationality. And in the place
of motibund reality comes a new reality capable of living-peacefully if the old has enough intelligence to go to its death without a
strr-rggie: forcibly if it resists this necessiry. Thus the Hegelian
attribute

proposition turns into its opposite through Hegelian dialectics itself :
All that is real in the sphere of human history becomes irrational in
the process of time and is therefore irrational already by its destination, is tainced beforehand with imationality, and everything
which is rational in the minds of men is destined to become real,
* In his Pbilosopby of Hi$ory, Hegel wrote: "The changes that take

place in nature, how infioitely maoifold soever they may be, exhibit only a
perpetually repeating cycle; in nature thete happens 'nothing new under the
sun.' . . . Only in those changes which take place in the region of Spirit does
anything new arise. This peculiarity in the world of mind has indicated in
the case of man an altogether different destiny from that of merely natural
objects-in which we always find one and the same stable character, to which
all change reverts; namely, a real capacity for change, and that for the better
impulse of perfectibility

-an

g

however much
conditions. In a

of existing
Hegelian methol
eveiything which

ealiry

of thought, the
is real resolves
: All that exists
deserves to perish, But precisely here lay the true significance and
the revolutionary chatactet of the Hegelian philosophy."3

This was the lesson of the Hegelian dialectical philosophy that
was to pass straight on ro Marx. Following Engels again:
"Just as the bourgeoisie by large-scale industry, comperition
and
the world market dissolves in practice all stable, time-honored institutions, so rhis dialectical
conceptions of

final absolute trurh and

of

humanity cor-

responding to it. For it, no
cred. It teveals
the transitory chatacter of everything and in everyrhing; nothing
can endure before it except the uninterrupted process ol becoming
and of passing away, of endless ascendancy from the lower to the

only so far. The cons€rvarism of this mode of outlook is relative; its revolutionary character is absolute-the only absolute it
admits."n

Hegel himself certainly did not see rhis consequence, he was too
with elaborating a universal sy$em which would show
that the Absolute, first revealed by him, was embodied in the prussian State of Frederick Sflilliam III. But ro quore Engels once mofe:
concerned

Marx belonged from the outset to rhe second group, the Left
Hegelians, but his break with idealist philosophy did not come

at cnce.

9

His fust original work, his doctoral dissettation of 184L, showed
that Hegel's own method was leading him away from his mastet's
idealistic conclusions. Its title was "The difference berween the
Democtitan and Epicurean Philosophy of Nature." Now these

philosophers were the founders of materialist atomism, in cootrast
io the non-atomic materialism of the early Ionians or the idealist
atomism of $thagora
Hegelian terms, Matx

and political implicati
to Democritus becaus

naturalist-mdterialist philosopher, reducing everything to atoms and
the void, whereas Epicurus wished to make this atomic philosophy,
with certain variations, the basis of a moral and political theory. In
his own words Marx concludes:

". in Epicutus, atomistics with all its conradictions, as the
natural science of the self-consciousness, which is an absolute prin-

in aocient Greece and Rome and how it had largely

beeri destroyed

by the efforts of the official platonic and Stoic
fniiosophies.

If Marx had been a conventional philosopheri. mijtt have con_
tinued.frorn this very promising stait and-ended up i n
-o* jirtinguished Geheimrat professoiat any German Uriiversity.
But he
.:"li 1o,. fegp away from the eo..rti of the time. Hardly was
his
thesis finished-he never printed it-when he was involved,
with
other Left Hegelians, in journalisn , first as contributor and then,
in
liberal paper. The
s furnished by the
that conuorre,

:f5ffXfi:i,:,t

As Marx himself put it:
"The criticism of heaven transforms itserf into
a eriticism oI
earth, the criticism of religion turns into a criticism of
law, ttre
criticism of theology turns into a criticism of politics.,,t
The most powerful intellecrual influence working on him
at that
.
time was that of Feuerbach, himself a very quiet and"retiring
pfrif"_pher but one who had the courage, thur L.,ren Hegel lacked]
io .o-"
out.direcdy against the.wholg Christian dogma,-in his itsmce
of
christianity (published in 1841). Marx a.rd f,is circle studied Feuerbach., were inspired by him, and were immediately ,ti-,rl^t.d
to go
much beyond him. As Marx sum ned it up in one of his eadiest
aid
most trenchant e$says, A Criticisnt, of tie Hpgelian pbilosopfu
ol
I^au, pl;.blished

"A:

in 1843:

is concerned the criticism of religion is
{f
practically completed and the criticism of religion is the
basir of all
as G,ermany

crItlcISm.

"The foundation of the criticism of religion
is: man makes religion, religion does not make man. Religi'on, indeed, is the selfconsciousness and self-estimation of man-who has either not
yet

purport of the
to set out the

achieved his individuality or has lost

it again. But 'man' is no abstract
being' dri,fting about outside the v orld.-'Man' is the worrd of man,
the statg society. This state, this sociery, produced religion,
which
rs an
cause they are an upside_
down
of this wttld, it

struggle again
shown how far

* The numbert
made up

of

Pedic

Piles

istic. Nevetheless

d,

abstract and even

going

tion, its general source of

idealism
10

"rr'.y.to_
form, its sphirtnl
ioint

hon

."rr"ij,rT;t:':;',T:#5T1":T"rTt
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fantastic rcalization of the human being, inasmuch as the human
being possesses no true reality. The struggle against religion is thus
indirectly the struggle against the world whose spiritual aroma is
religion.

"Religious suffering is at once the expression of real suffering
and a protest against real suffering. Religion is the sigh of the
oppressed creature, the sentiment of a heartless world, as it is the
soul of soulless conditions. It is the opium of the people.
"The abolition of religion, as the illusory happiness of the peoplg
is the demand for their real happiness. The demand that they
abandon illusions about their condition is the demand to abandon
a condition which requires the illusions. The criticism of teligion
is therefore potentially the criticism of the vale of tears whose halo
is religion."s

This

passage,

which introduced the unforgettable phrase the

"opium of the people," was pretty strong medicine for the clerical
reactionary regimes of the day.

IIl.

Journali.sm, Polittcs, and, Exi-le

This intellectual advancg however, v/as not taking place in a
vaclrum. On the Rhe'iniscbe Zeitutag Marx was getting his first
experience

of political life. He held the job of editor for

five

months in a state of continual watfare against the authorities, till
he was forced to resign by the Prussian censor. He experienced,
as he oever had before, the deadening hand of feudal restictions in
politics, law, and cultute and began to glimpse at the economic
realities behind them. His politics were still libetal and well suited
the rising anti-aristocratic and anti-clerical manufacturers, who
financed the paper. Under his editorship it became, indeed, a

popular

success,

the numbet of subscribets rising from 885 in

October 1841 to 3,400 in March L842.
Marx rapidly became the leading spitit of the young liberals of
the R-trineland. The following temarks in a letter ftom Moses Hess
to Auerbach must have seemed most extravagaflt at the time-they
nov/ appear a remarkably accurate prophecy:

"You will enjoy meeting a rr,at here, who also belongs to our
friends, although he lives at Bonn, where he will soon be holding
12

lectures. He is a character who made an imposing impression on
me, though I work in the same field; in short, you can be ptepared
to meet the greatest, perhaps rhe only living real philosopher; when
he appeats before the public (in his writings as well as lectures)
he will draw the eyes of Germany upon him. Both in his general
tendency and in the structure of his thought he goes not only beyond
Strauss, but also beyond Fzuerbach-and that is saying a Iot. If

I

could be

in Bonn when he is lecturing I

should be his most

zealous pupil. I've wanted just such a man as my philosophy teacher.

Now

I

feel what a tyro

I

am in philosophy proper. But patience!

I shall start learning something nowl Dr. Marx (that's the name of
my idol) is still a very young man (at most about twenty-four
old) who is going to give the death-blow to medieval religion
and politics; he combines the profoundest philosophical seriousness
with a cutting wit. Imagine Rousseau, Voltaire, Holbach, Lessing,
Heine and Flegel united in one person: I say united, not muddled
years

up-that is Dr.

Marx."n

After the suppression of. dne Rhei.nhcbe Zei,tung, Marx felt he
had no immediate funrre in Germany. He went with his young wife
in 1843 to Switzerland and later to Paris as joint editor of the
Deutsche-Franzdshcbe Jabrbiicber, of which only one number
appeared. Here, howevet, it was not the censor but the quarrels
between the refugees that brought it to an end. Marx's stay in Paris
was to be little longer; he was expelled in 1845 at the request of the
Prussian government for, among other similar crimes, writing in
support of the strike of the Silesian v/eavers. He went to Brussels
with Engels and other active socialists and imrnediately took a
leading part in the movements which were to lead up to the great
events of 1848.
Nevertheless, though his stay in Paris was short it was to be a
decisive stage in his intellectual and political development. Thanks
to his father he was aheady tarniliar ftom his boyhood with French
literarure, particulaily with that of the gteat philosophers and
materialists of the eighteenth cenrury. Now he was to experience
the living impact of French culture and the new ferment of ideas
among the liberals, the utopian socialists of the schools of St. Simon
and Fourier and the followers of Proudhon.
Marx was impressed, but he did not become a disciple. His sound
German philosophie training and his greater learning and basic
common ser.rse made him instead an acute and constructive critic.
L3

It was the combination of these influences that was to lead Marx,
somewhere in 1844, to his philosophical and political synthesis, to
his great rurning of Hegel upside down and substituting a real
material base for Hegel's ideal and spiritual base. As he explained
it himself many years latet:
possibilities. "Just as philosophy finds in the proletariat its material
weapons, so the proletariat finds in philosophy its intellecrual
weapons. . . . Philosophy cannot be realized without the abolition
of the proletariat, the prolaariat cannot abolish itself without tealiz-

ing philosophy.':

IV,
in

Fred.erick Engels

Another influence of even greater importance s/as to reach Marx
Paris.

In

1844 Frederick Engels came

to meet him there. They

became fast friends from that time and began the intellectual cooperation which was to last until Marx's death. Engels brought with

him experience and knowledge which were essential to the full

to this direct experience and to bring to his knowledge the theories
of the Bdtish economisrs, Adam Smith, Ricardo, and Malthus, which
had been evolved in the atmosphere of the industrial revolution.
He also brought a growing knowledge and interest in the natural
sciences, which had been enhanced in the atmosphere of Manchester,
where science and indusrry were more closely linked than anywhere else,

t4

"My dialectic method is not only different from the Hegelian,
but is its direct opposite. To Hegel, the life-process of the human
btain, i,e., the process of thinking, which, under the name of 'the
Idea,' he even transforms into an independent subject, is the
demiurgos of the real wotld, and the real world is only the external,
phenomenal form of 'the Idea.' \X/ith me, on the corfirary, the ideal
is nothing else than the matetial wodd reflected by the human
mind, and translated into forms of thought."t0
The three principal elements

in Marxist

drought-materialism,

economics, and dialectic-derived mainly from French, British, and
German sources-all came together at this time in this great
synthesis.

The materialism that Matx thus fitst prornulgated was from the
outset very different from that which had grown up in the tradition
of 18th century France, that of Holbach and Lamettrie. It was at
the same time more general, mote logical and, for the first time, a
historical materialism. Its following out led Marx himself, as well
as Engels, into the fields of natural science. Marx was interested in
narutal science not, however, only for the philosophic reason that

it provided a more
description of the real world, but also
^c;.)rate
for an economic reason,
because of the close conrrection of science
with industry in the phase of rapidly developing capitalism.
\7hile Marx and Engels were working over the material that
was to shake the world in Tbe Commotni$ Manifesto of 1848 they
had gone far to establish the general lines of the new dialectical
materialism. Much, it is true, was to be added in Capital on the
detailed economic workings of the capitalist system, but as far as
natural science was concerned the principles are il,rady clear by
the time of writing Tbe German ld,eology h 1846.

V. Reaoluti.on and, Eaolution
Malx based himself solidly on the achievements of eadier thinkers: on the histotical dialectical apptoach of Hegel; on the implicit
L5

of the natural

scientists; on the economic analysis of
the classical economists, Adam Smith and Ricatdo. But he did far
more than make a synthesis of their wofk, great as that achievement
was. His contribution above all was to transform that mass of
analysis, knowledge, and criticism from an object of contemplation
to one of action. This radically flew step he derived not from any
system of philosophy or science, but from the experience of the
revolutionary struggles of the people in which he was a patticipant
as much as an observer.
This finds clear expression in a quotation drawn from Marx's
polemical work,The Pouerty of Pbilo:opby (L846), which was the
answer to Proudhon's Phi.losopby of Pouerty. In it Marx dtew a
sharp distinction between the philosophy of well meaning pbi.lantbrop'ic trourgeois docttinaites and real practical socialism grown
from the struggles of the proletariat:
"Just as the economi,ttt arc the scientific representatives of the
bourgeois class, so the Soc'ialitts and the Comneunists are the theoreticiafls of the proletarian class. So long as the proletatiat is not yet
sufficiently developed to constitute itself as a class, and consequently
so long as the struggle itself of the ptoletariat with the bourgeoisie
has not yet assumed a political character, and the productive forces
are not yet sufficiently developed in the bosom of the bourgeoisie
itself to enable us to catch a glimpse of the material conditions necessary for the emancipation of the proletariat and for the formation of
a new society, these theoreticians ate merely utopians who, to meet

materialism

the wants of the oppressed

go in
But in the measure that history
moves fotward, and with it the struggle of the proletariat assumes
clearer oudioes, they no longer need to seek science in their minds;
they have only to take note of what is happening before their eyes
and to become the mouthpiece of this. So long as they look for
search

of a regenerating

classes, imptovise systems and

science.

developments no longer as those of an .idea, but in terms of the
development of productive forces and productive relationships in
the rcal world. Further, with the experience of two revolutions in
France behind him, he saw the significant and decisive changes of
histoty, not as slow evolutionary transformations, but as changes
occurting in rapid jumps, marking the successive advent to political
power of classes more able to utilize the productive forces.
In studying human history, irreversible change cannor be missed,
and the difficulty is to trace the existence of regular laws. 'Ihese
lata: ol nootion of human history were fust laid bare by Marx. Later
he extended them to cover the world of nature as well as that of
man. He created in the modern seflse a nataral history, He perceived
that the static concepts of natural and invariable law and order that
prevailed in the official science of his time were a compound of
mental laziness and religious timidity. He was more inclined to
accept the evolutionary ideas which, although then suspect, werg
thanks to Darwin, to become dominant in the latter part of the
nineteenth cenrury. His appreciation of Darwin's Origin of Speci.e:
was immediate though not uncritical; he was especially critical of

the Malthusian aspect of the struggle for existence. He writes to
Engels in December 1860, within four weeks of the publication:
"During rny time of rial, these last four weeks fhe had been
nursing his wife through a severe illness] I have read all sorts of
things. Among others Darwin's book on Narural Selection. Although
it is developed in the crude English style, this is the book which
contains the basis in narural history for our view."t'

Mam had drawn from Hegel the idea of human history as a series
of developments, but having now become a materialist he saw those

And he wrote to Lassalle in 1861:
''Darwin's book is very important and serves me as a basis in
natural science for the class sttuggle in history. One has to put up
with the ctude English method of development, of coutse. Despite
all deficiencies, not only is the deathblow dealt here for the first time
to 'teleology' in the natural sciences but their rational meaning is
empirically explained."'*
Since that time the idea of evolution, with changes more sudden
than Darwin imagined, has spread beyond the world of organism
to the earth and the whole universe. In the light of recent discoveries scientists are now more willing to accept the phenomena of
nature as processet not things, given or created. Intellectually, therefore, Marx, who saw it all over a hundred years ago, stands revealed

t6

17

science and merely make systems, so long as they are

the beginning

^t
without
of the struggle, they see in povety nothing but poverty,
seeing in it the revolutionary, subvetsive side, which will overthrow
the old society. From this moment, science, produced by the historical movement and associating itself with it in full recognition
of its cause, has ceased to be doctrinaire and has become revolutionary."11

as a mind

of the fust caliber. Nevertheless if he had resrricted him-

self to founding a materialist historical world view, humaniry would
have missed something much greater than any intellectual constfuctl0n.

VL Tbe Pbilosopbers Must

Cbange

tbe

Woild,

Marx's crowoing contribution was in the linking of thought with
action. This new dimension of philosophy came to him from the
Hegelian dialectic, restored to its material basis, and from the direct
experience of political struggle. Marx used the Hegelian idiom very
freely and with great mastery. Indeed, he was so steelrd in Hegel's
method of thought and expression that a good deal of his early work
must appear much more obscute to us noqr than it did to his contemporaries. Nevertheless on reading and rereading Marx one finds
that those parts of his work which are sometimes refered to as pure
jaryon are often the rnost significant. It is mere mental laziness on
the part of scientists, many of whom have nevef even read a line
of Marx, to reject it because its philosophic expressions are foreign
co the rather naive levels of thought of natural scientists outside
their own specific scientific fields. Many of the quotations used in
chis lecture are good examples of the conciseoess of expression Marx
achieved by using the Hegelian mode. Nevertheless he was always
,careful in his major works, such as Tbe Contmunist Mani.fetto or
'Cap'ital, to set out his argument without any Hegelian reference,
,even where he had used the dialectic in arriving at his results.
The dialectic is essentially a philosophy of change and action.
Marx used it to show how the specific and rapid changes that actu,ally occurted in the real and material wodd came about. In his view
such changes did not just happen by chance or by the intetvention
of mysterious outside powers. They had to happen precisely because
of the struggles and contradictions between elements which were
themselves the products of changes at a previous stage.
Marx continued to be interested in the nature of change all his
Iife. This is shown even in his work olr mathematics,* where he
tries to gain a deep insight into the difierential calculus, that patt of
* The 900 pages of his mathematical manuscripts have now been pubiished, but so far only in Russian. A discussion of some of these is given by
Professor D. J. Struik in "Marx and Mathematics," Scimce and' Society, XLl,
No. 1, pp. 187-196 (\finter,

trntri,

mathernatics that studies how a function changes from one value to
another and what its characters are at the point of change.
The working out of the major concepts of dialectical materialism
belongs to the formative years before 1846. They were already expressed in his eady essay on Feuerbarh (not published in his lifetime but later published in Tbe German ld,eology) which cootains
his fust formulation of the doctrine of historical materialism in the
Passage:

". . . the first ptemise of all human existencg and therefore of all
history, the premise namely that men must be in a position to live
in otder to be able to 'make history.' But life involves before everything else eating and drinking, a habitation, clothing and many other
things. The first historical act is thus the producdon of the means
to satisfy these needs, the production of matetial life itself. And

indeed this is an historical act, a httdamental condition of all
history, which today, as thousands of years ago, must daily and
houdy be fulfilled merely in order to sustain human life."'a
It was in meditating on Feuerbach that Marx saw the limitation
which that philosopher had accepted in restricting the pursuit of
knowledge to "the contemplation of truth."
It was at this point that he fust stated cleady the principle of the
unity of thought and action, of theory aod practicg that was to
guide him from the idealist absttactions of Hegel to the concrete
and dynamic real wodd of dialectical materialism. These ideas have
become known to millions in an aphoristic form in the Tbeses on
Feuerbacb. They provide his answer not only to Feuerbach's Ersence ol Christianity but also to his later work, Proaitional Tbeses
Toua.rds a Reform of Philosophll, published in 1843. Marx intended
them originally as notes for his own guidance, but they were published in a slighdy modified form by Engels as an aPPendix to
Lud'ntig Feuerbach and tbe Outconrc ol Classicd. German Philosopby
in 1889. It is worth examining them more closely.
The first two theses deal with the question of the relations berween
theory and practice:

"I. The chief defect of all materialism up to now (including Feuerbach's) is, that the object, rality, what we apprehend through our
seoses, is undetstood only in the form of the obiect or corrreruplailofi
rqnsil'ous baman actittity, as trd.ctice; not
{Anscbau*ng},' but not
^s
subjectively. Hence in opposition to materialism the actiae side was
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developed abstractly by idealism-which of course does not know
real sensuous activity as such. Feuerbach wants sensuous objects,
really distinguished from the objects of thought: but he does not

"The coincidence of the changing of circumstanees and of human
activity or_ self-changing can only be comprehended and rationall),
understood as reyolwlionary prac ice."r6

undertand human activity itself as objectiae activity. . . .
"II. The question whether objective trurh is an attribute of human
thought-is not a theoretical but a practical question. Man must
prove the truth, i.e., the reality and power, the 'this-sidedness' of his
thinking in practice. The dispute over the reality or non-reality of
thinking that is isolated from practice is a purely tcholast'i.c qres-

This thesis with its emphasis on the process of ..educating the
educator" came close to the core of the undersrandi[gi of the o"rigin
of humanity itself which was later to be developed so brltllanUy"by
Engels in his Origin of the Family.

In the fourth thesis Marx explains how Feuetbach,s liberating
analysis, which shows rhe religio,us wodd as an imaginary reflex of
the real social world, needs to be supplemeneed by practiial activity.
which changes the real world. The fifth, sixth, and seventh theses
deserve to be quoted in full:

tion."15

Hete we

see Marx's grasp of the essentially active character of the
of thought which applies with grearest force to the organized thinking we call science, naual as well as social. Science, he
asserts, is always connected with the changing of nature for human
use, and with the understanding of nature only in so far as it can
be used to change it. This does nor, of course, diminish it any way
the speculative value of science, but only imposes the check of
material test and utility to establish the position of science at any
time. As we know, there have been and still are many pseudosciences, ranging from the natur pb,ilosopbie and phrenology of
Matx's day to the vitalism and parapsychology of our own. These
systems of thought have a certain, if limited, value as artistic creations, but they fail to pass the test of practice and are relegated by
Marx to the ideological superstrucrure doomed to pass away with

process

the social system that gave them birth.
Marx realized fully that all ideas, including the theories of science,
were the product of the social environment of the time, and thar
there was no question of. any absolute or etetnal truths, but a
sequence of relative truths, each representing a greater and greater
understanding and, what proves that understanding, an enhanced
control of natural processes.
At the same time he had aheady passed beyond the naive social
determinism that sees man only as the product of circumstances over
which he has no control. This appeats cleady in the third thesis:

"IiL The materialistic

docttine concerning the changing of circumstances and education forgets that circumstances are changed by
men and that the educator himself must be educated. This doctrine
has thetefore to divide society into two parrs, one of which is
superior to society.
20

"V. Feuerbach, not satisfied with abstract thoaght, wanrs contem_
plation: but he does nor understand our sensuous narufe as practical,
human-sensuous activity.
"VI. Feuerbach resolves rhe essence of religion into the essence of

man. But rhe essence of man is no abstraction inherent in each
separate individual. In its reality it is the enseruble (aggregate) of

social relations.
"Feuerbach, who does not enreun61q
{eeply into the criticism of
this real essence, is therefore forced:

i
i
I

I

I
t

{

1. To abstract from the process of history and to establish the
religious temperament as something independent, and to postulate
an abstruct-ir olate d,-htman individual.
2. The essence of man can therefore be understood only as .genus,,
the inward, dumb generality which nat*ral)y unites the
-u.ry i.rdi-

viduals.

"VII. Feuerbach therefore does not see rhat the .religious temperament' itself is a social product and that the absuact individual
whom he analyzes belongs to a particular form of society.,,1?
Here we see emerging from the criticism of Feuerbach a flew
sociological principle, that of humanity, not as a sum of individuals,
but as the "ensemble of social relations." This idea strikes at the

root of the whole liberal individualist outlook which Marx had
already shown was itself the expression of early laisrez-faire capitalism. At the same time it is far frorn a denial of the value o] the

individual, as some shallow anri-Marxist critics maintain to this day.
The recognition that the individual is not only formed by socieiy
but in turn creates society, makes him rRore and not less importani
2T

than the abstract creature or economic man of the Christian or
liberal traditions.
In the eighth to the eleventh theses Marx drives the argument
home to its logical conclusion:
"YIII. All social life is essentially practicd.. All the mysteries
-which urge theory into mysticism find their rational solution in
.human practice and in the comprehension of this practice.
"IX. The highest point to which contemplative materialism can
-attain, i,e., that materialism which does not comprehend our sensuous nature as. practical activiry, is the contemplation of separate
individuals and of civil sociery.
"X. The standpoint of the old rype of materialism is civil sociery,
the standpoint of the new materialism is human society or social
humaniry.

"XI. The philosophers have only

he foresaw and strove for.

VlL

Tbe Place of Nataral Science

same period of the development of his thought, Marx had
comprehensive understanding of the significance and
that
reached
place of natural science which charactetized all his later work. This
is already stated explicitly in one of his unpublished economic-

At the

philosophic manuscripts

of

1844l.

"Natural sciences have developed an enormous activity and appropriated to themselves a steadily increasing field. Philosophy

has remained as strange to them as they have remained
to philosophy. Their momentary union was only a fantastic illusion.
Thi will was there but the means were lacking. Even the writing
of history only gives incidental attention to narural science as an

iro*.o..

element

of

enlightenment,

utility arising from individual

great

discoveries. But the more science has practically intervened in
human life and transformed it through industry, thereby preparing
:the way for human emancipation, the more it has been obliged to
22

process

storical
FIence

human
poq/efs, the human essence of narure or the natural essence of man
will be understood and hence natural science will lose its absract
material or rarher idealistic tendency and will become the basis of

it has alrcady becomq although in alienated*
form, the basis of actual human existence. One bLis for life and
another for science is a priori a lie. Nature as it develops through
hyman history-in the genesis of human society-is the ieal natu-re
(known to) of rnan, therefore nature as it develops through men's
human science as

indusrry, even

if in an alienated

form, is the real nature ofLan.

interpteted, the world differ-

ently, the point is, to cbange it."t"
The last two theses, with the now classical concePt of socializecl
bmnanity and the call to the philosophers to cbange the wodd, ate
the core of Marx's whole life-work. They are aheady being realized
as

complete a

relation of nature,
if. naruruJ science i

i"d !h. higher needs of 'man as man'will become real needs. History
itself is a teal p,art of natural history, of the development of nan rL
into man. Later natural science will include the'science of man in
the same way as the science of man will include natural science,
There will be only one science."le
fn this intensely cornpressed statement is to be found the starting
point of the Marxist analysis of the wodd of nature and man ai
exemplified in Engels' Anti
in of the Family, and
Dialectics ot' Natwre, in Leni
and, Emp.i.rio-Criticism,
and in Stalin's Ma,rxisnt and, Lingui:tiar, as well as in many books
that have still to be written. It is clear from the above passage that
the importance which Marx gives to narural science is based on its
relation to industry or to the expression of social productive forces.
For, as we have seen, he aheady understood how it is that social productive relations-the institutions of property, of the market, of competitive or monopolistic industry-are linked with the state of the
productive forces. But these in turn depend on the state of science
and at the same time provide a major motive for its advarice or
stagnation.

The crucial importance of the development of productive forces
is shown by Marx's insistence that the passage to a new type of
+ See Footnote,

p.

6.
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". . . the celebrated 'unity of man with narure' has always existed
in industry and has existed in varying forms in every epoch accord.
ing to the lesser ot greater development of indusry, just like the
'struggle' of man with narure, right up to the developme[t af his
productive powers on a corresponding basis.
"Industry and commerce, production and the exchange of the
necessities of life, themselves determine distribution, the srrucfure
of the different social classes aod are, in turn, detgrr-Bieed by these
as to rhe mode in which they are carried on; and so it happens that
in Manchester, for instance, Feuerbach sees only factories and ma-

civllization, particularly to socialism, is only possible if the productive forces have reached such a state of development as to provide
the material possibilities, that is, the high productivity, which can
make soc,ialism work, and that only after this is achieved wlll comnruni.sm be possible.

Much later, in the Cr'itiqae of tbe Gotba Prograntnae (1875),
Marx criticizes sharply those who think it would be possible to
achieve a state of ideal distributive justice in a socialist state which
has just emerged from capitalism.

"But these defects ate inevitable in the first phase of communist society as it is when it has just emerged after prolonged birth
pangs from capitalist society. Right can never be higher than the
economic structure of society and the cultural development thereby

chines where a hundred years ago only spinning-wheels and weavinglooms were to be seen, or in the Campagna of Rome he finds only

pasrure lands and swamps, where in rhe time of Augustus he would
found nothing but the vineyards and villas of Roman capitalists.
Feuerbach speaks in particular of the perception of natural science;
he mentions sectets which are disclosed only to the eye of the
physicist and chemist: but where would narural science be without
industry and commerce? Even this pure natrral science is proyided
with an aim, as with its material, only thrgugh trade and industry,
through the sensuous
of men. So much is this activity, this
^ctivity
unceasing sensuous labor
and crearion, this production, the basis
of the whole sensuous wodd as it now exists, that, were it interrupted
only for a yeat, Feuerbach would not only find afl enormous change
in the natural world, bur would very soon find that the whole world
of men and his own perceptive faculty, nay his owo existence, were
have,

determined.

"In a higher

phase of communist sociery, after the enslaving
subordination of individuals under division of labor, and therewith
also the antithesis between mental and physical labor, has vanished;
after labor, from a mere meafls of life, has itself become the ptimary
necessity of life; Tfter the productive forces have also increased

with the all-round development of the individual, and all the
springs of co-operative wealth flow more abundantly---only then
can the natrow horizon of bourgeois right be fully left behind and
society inscribe on its banners: from each according to his ability, to
each according to his needs."2o

This passage brings out more cleady almost than any other how
well Marx understood dre problems of the transition to communism,
N7e may also reflect how well the actual builders of socialism, Lenin
and Stalin, have carried out the program he then laid down, while
all their "socialist" dettactors, who have done nothing themselves
to emancipate their own countries ftom capitalism, clamor that the
Soviet rulers have abandoned true Marxism.

Marx fully tecognized that the existence of modern science is

a

of

large-scale mechanical industry and that
many of the specific characters of that industry, notably ptime movnecessary precondition

ers such as steam engines, needed science for their invention as
much as for their improvement. On the othet hand, he is equally
aware that science is no spontaneous creation of the human mind,
nothing like Athene springing full-armed from the head of 'Zeus.
He saw that science is itself a product of the social and industrial
forces which it setves. As he wrote inTbe German ld,eology:
24

missing.""

This two-way interrelationship between science and technique
was well expressed later by Engels when he wrote:

"If, as yo,u say, technique largely depends on rhe state of science,
science depends far more still on the state and the requi,rements of
technique. If society has a technical need, that helps science forward
more than ten universities. The whole of hydrostatics (Torricelli,
etc. ) was called forth by the necessity for regulating the mountain
steams of Italy in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. \7e have
only known anything reasonable about electricity since its technical
applicability was discovered. But unfortunately it has become the
, custom in Germany to write the history of the sciences as if they
hrd fallen from che skies.":2
I

\

Further, Marx recognizeC that

in every state of
25

sociery up to hig,

own time the very theories of science are not absolute and eternal
id-ea,s They are pafi and parcel of the ideology of the ruling class
of the time of their origin, and they are maintained and dev-eloped
to suit the interest of that ruling class:
"The ideas of the ding
i.e., the class, which is the
same time its ruling inte
means of material production

and e<onomic life-work. Even in this little space it is possible to
get some measure of the wealth and coherence of his ideas. Nevertheless they would certainly not have had the overwhelming infl'uence they did if Marx had not had to leave his theoretical work

for a while and plunge into the wotld of action in the stiring
of 1848.
There, a bourgeois revolution showed, in its eady success and

the ruling ideas:
society, ii at the

events

which has the

at its disposal, has control at

even more rapid failure and betrayal, how the capitalist class had
passed ftom a progtessive and liberating historical role in attacking
the relics of feudalism, to one where it joined the reactionary forces
to keep down the newly emerging industrial working class. It was
to *ris class, the proletariat, whose role he had first clearly understood, that Marx gave his full allegiance. It was then, at the height
of the revolutionary wave, thar he and Engels launched The Com.
ruunist Man,i.festo. Into this ever-living document they poured, in
language that even their enemies understood too well, the fruit of
all their theory and experience. It still remains the most concise
and clear statement of the beliefs and program of Marxism, as from
then on it was to be called.
In those days Marx and Engels wenr back to their native Rhineland to take their petsonal pat in the struggle-Marx as editor of
the fierce and, for a while, untrammeled Neue Rbeinische Zeitung,
Engels as an officer of the Republican volunteers. The episode was
a short one, but it was a turning point in both their lives. It was to
end in a permanent exile to England, to begin a heartbreaking and
apparently hopeless struggle by the written and spoken word againsr
a capitalist order triumphant and exuberant as never before.
Yet in the long run this struggle in exile was to be the most fruitful of all their enterprises. The very ineffectiveness of their position
as exiles enabled them to concentrate, with a thoroughness for which
they had never befote had time, on the detailed analysis of capitalism
in its most characteristic aspect-its economic strucrlue.

the
same time over the means of mental production, so that thereby,
generally speaking, the ideas of those who lack the means of mental

productioh
than the id
dominant

nothing more
htionships, the
hence

of

the

relationships which make the one class the ruling one, therefore the
ideas of its dominance. The individuals composing the ruling class
possess among other things consciousness, and therefore think. In
so far, therefore, as they rule as a class and determine the extent
and compass of an epoch, it is self-evidenr that they do this in their
whole range, hence among other things rule also as thinkers, as
producers of ideas, and regulate the production and distribution
of the rdeas of their age: thus their ideas are the ruling ideas of the
epoch."'3

Thus in medieval times the idea of a sratic world order, familiar

to us through Dante's Di.aina Commed,.i,a, with its heavenly spheres
petpetually turned by angels and its circles of hell, was a reflection
of the feudal order of pope, emperor, kings, and nobles all living
on the labor of the villeins and serfs. Later when the social order
changed and money was the measure of all things, when gunpowder
and navigation had opened the world to trade and exploitarion, a
more dynamic physics and world picture was needed. A new impetus
and direction was given to science resulting in the first place in the
astroflomy and gravitational theory of Coperoicus, Galileo, and
Newton.

VIIL

"T b e

C omrn

rrnist Manif esto"

So far I have dealt only with the achievement of the young
Marx, before he had entered into the main part of his political
26
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IX.

Tlce Year of Reuoluti.ons dnd
r

Science and Ind.ustry

in "Capital"

Marx learned his economics at the center of the economic life of
the world of his time, in England, and particulady in London aod
Manchester. As he acquired it, it gave him a greater grasp of all
other aspects of culture. Marx's understanding of science and its
27

ieiation to economic ind social change was to continue to deepen
all through his life and was enriched by the new experience of
practical science and technology which he acquired in England.
Of the pair, it was Engels who was more closely attached to the
techniques of the productive process and to the general field of
natural science:

"Marx and I were pretry well the only people to rescue conscious
dialectics from German idealist philosophy and apply it in the
matetialist conception of nature and history. But a knowledge of
mathematics and natural sfience is essential to a conception of nature
which is dialectical and at the same time materialist. Marx was
well versed in mathematics, but we could only partially, intermittently and sporadically keep up with the natural sciences. For this
reason, when I retired from business and transferred my home to
London, thus enabling myself to give the necessary time to it, I
v/ent through as complete as possible a 'moulting,' as Liebig calls it,
in mathematics and the natural sciences, and spent the best part of
eight years on it."24
Nevetheless Marx himself worked hard at acquiring the necessary
basic and even practical knowledge. For example he wrote to Engels:

"I

am adding something to the section on machinery.* There are
some curious questions here which I ignored in my first treatment.
In order to get clear about it I have read through all my notebooks

(extracts) on technology again and am also attending a" pructical
course (experimental only) for workers, by Professor \Tillis (at
the Geological Institute in Jermyn Street, where Huxley also used
to give his lectures). It is the same for me with mechaflics as it is
with languages. I undetstand the mathematical laws, but the simplest
technical reality demanding perception is harder to me than to the
biggest blockheads.""

Marx never shone as a hand worker. At the depths of his financial difficulties he did get a job as a railway clerk, but was only able
to keep it for a few days on account of his bad handwriting.
Through even closer association with Engels, Marx was able to
see and analyze the actual processes of industry and to relate them
in detail to their economic coflsequences. This is shown very clearly
in his great work Capital, particttla:Jy in Chapter XV of the first
volume, on "Machinery and Modetn Industry," and in Chapter V
* In Cdpirdl, Yol. I, Chap.

XV.
2g

r

of the third volumg on "Economies in the Employment of Constant
Capital." The opening passages of the former are astonishing ro
tead even today in their clarity and penetration. Marx showed an
understanding of the essence of mechanical production which was
far ahead of that of anyone else of his time. One only has to read
the ideas of a very intelligent and penetrating English scientist,
Charles Babbage,* to see the enormous advattage which Marx drew
from his more compr€hensive, philosophic and economic approach.
IThere Babbage only saw individual examples of the use of machinery, Matx could see a single continuous transforming process. This
process started with the handicraftsman with his tools, moved on to
the period which he called that of manufacrure, where a number of
handicrafts are put together and where a division of labor results in
lowered costs, to reach the position of modern industty where the
machine enters the field.
Marx first atalyzes the machinery of productive industry in a
general way:

"All fully

developed machinery consists of three essentially differ-

ent parts, the motor mechanism, the transmitting mechanism, and
finally the tool or working machine. The motor mechanism is that
which puts the whole in motion. It either generates its own motive
power, like the steam engine, the caloric e

it receives its impulse f
nattral force, like the water-wheel fro
wind-mill from wind, etc. The transmitting mechanism, composed
of fly-wheels, shafting, toothed wheels, puilies, straps, ropes, 6ands,
pinions, and geadng of the most varied kinds, regulates rhe motion,
changes its form where necessuy, as for instance, frorn linear to
machine, etc., or

circular, and divides and distributes it among the working machines.
These two first parrs of the whole mechanism are there, soLely for
putting the working machines in motion, by means of which
motion the subject of labor is seized upon and modified as desired.
The tool or working-machine is that part of the machinery with
which the industial revolution of the 18th cenrury started. And to
this day it constantly serves as such a starting point, whenever a
handicrafq or a manufacrure, is rurned into an industry carfied on

by machinery."'6
* See C. Babbage, Or lbe Economy of Machi.nery anil Manufacttres,

London,

1832.

.)()

This leads him to consider the essential character of a machine
to be the fact that it is a tool operated not by a. man but by a
mechanical contrivance:

"The machine proper is therefore a mechanism that, after being
with its tools the same operations that were
formerly done by the workman with similar tools. . . .
"The machine, which is the starting point of the industrial revolution, supersedes the workman, who handles a single tool, by a
mechanism operaring with a number of similar tools, and set in
motion by a single morive power, whatever the form of that power
may be. Ffere we have the machine, but only as an elementary factor
of production by machinery.
"Increase in the size of the machine, and in the number of its
working tools, calls for a more massive mechanism to drive it; and
this mechanism requires, in order to overcome its resistance, a
mightier moving power than that of m^n, apart from the facr that
man is a very imperfect instrument for producing uniform conrinued
motion. But assuming that he is acting simply as a motor, that a
machine has taken the place of his tool, it is evidenr that he can
be replaced by natural forces."'?
set in motion, performs

He saw the first phase of machine industry arising, not out of
any rudically new invention, but by the mrltipllcution of simple
handicraft operations, linked by such a mechanism as rhat of the
spinning jenny ot Ctompton's mule. His analysis of the later stages
of the development of industry was even more penerrating. He
showed how it was changing: first, by the blending of difierent
machines into each other ro form more complex machines and
leading the way towards the cootinuous flow, semi- or completely
automatic process that we consider characteristic of twentiethcentury industry; and secondly by the enlargement of mechanical
means, so as to do things which were impossible by limited individual human strength, particularly in the heavy engineering and
iron and steel industries:
"Modern Industry had therefore itself to take in hand the machine,

its characteristic instrument of production, and ro construct machines by machines. It was not till it did this, that it built up for
itself a fitting technical foundation, and stood on its own feet.
Machinery, simultaneously with the increasing use of it, in the first
decades of this century, appropriated, by degrees, the fabrication of
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machines proper. But it was only during the decade preceding 1866,
that the construction of railways and ocean steamers on a supendous
scale called into existence the cycl,opean machines now employed
in the construction of prime movers."28

He saw further that this development was linking science with

industry and that

it

was

to have far-rcaching

sociaf consequences.

"Th: implements of labor, in the form of machinery, necessitate
the substitution of natural fotces for human force, and ihe conscious
application of science, inscead of rule of thumb. In Manufacrurq
the organization of the social labor-process is purely subjective; ii
is a combination of detail laborers; in its machin"ry ,yr..-, Modern

Itd.o:"{

has a productive organism rhat is puiely objective, in
which the laborer becomes a mere appendage to an aheady e*isiing
material condition of production. In simple co-operation,-and evJ
in that founded on division of labor, the suppression of the isolated,

by the collective, workman still appears to b. *o.. or ress accidental.
Machinery, with a few exceptions to be mentioned later, operates
only by means of associated labor, or labor in common. Hence the
co-operative character of the labor-process is, in the latter case, a
technical necessiry dictated by the insrrument of labor itself.,,m
Marx was able to have this functional undersranding of machinery
because he linked it at every stage with its acrual economic use. HL
demonstrated that the reason for John stuart Mill's complaint that
rnachinery had not "lightened the day's toil of any human being,'
was that this had never been the motive of inveniion under cafi_
talism. That motive had been first and last that of profit. The fuic_
tion of technical improvemenr was primarily to inirease the value
of the product for the same labor force, and- secondarily to increase
the rate of profit by increasing the quantity of raw materials worked
u.q in a given period of the empl,oyment of plant and machinery.
(See the discussion ir Capital, Vol. III, Chapter V.) He further
showed that, paradoxically, rhe more labor-saving the machinery
the more people could profitably be brought in to work on it. ThL
development of industry rowards mass-ploduction is very cleady
foteshadowed in this part of his work.
Marx also understood well what science had to do in the development of modern industry. The demand for ever greater speed a.tid
economy of operation was one that rule of thumb improvement
could no longer sadsfy.
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".
co-oPerative and social Productiofi, a co-operation within
the primary process of production. On the one hand, this is the

indispensable requirement for the application of mechanical ar,d
chernical inventions without increasing the price of commodities,
and this is always the frst consideration. On the other hand, only
production oo a Targe scale permits those economies which are
detived from co-operative productive consumption. Finally, it is
only the expetience of combined laborers which discovels the where
and how of economies, the simplest methods of applying the experience gained, the way to overcome practical frictions in catrying out
theories, etc.
"Incidentally it should be noted that there is a difference between
universal labor and co-operative labor. Both kinds play their role
in the process of ptoduction, both flow one into the other, but both
are also differentiated. (Jn'itersal labor 'it sci,entifi,c labor, sttch as
clhcoaeri.es awl inaent'ions. This labot is conditioned on the cooperation of living fellow-beings and on the labors of those who
hare gone befote; co-operative labor, on the other hand, is a direct
co-operation of living individuals.

"The foregoing is corroborated by frequent observation, to-wit:
" ( 1) The great difference in the cost of the first building of a
new machine and that of its reproduction, on which see Ure and
Babbage.
" ( 2 ) The

far

greater cost

of oPeratiflg an establishment

based on

a new invention as compored to later establishments arising out of
the ruins of the flrst one) as it were. This is carried to such an extent
that the first leaders in a new enterprise arc getrerally bankrupted,
and only those who later buy the buildings, machinery, etc., cheapet,
make money out of it. It is, therefore, generally the most worthless
and miserable sort of money-capitalists who draw the greatest benefits out of the universal labor of the human mind and its cooperative application in sociery."'o [My italics-J.D.B.]
Thus he saw this universal labor, scieoce, as a component of the
productive force distinct from the older co-operative labor and, to
i certain extent under capitalism, opposed to it. This is cleady

in CaPital:
"It is a result of the division of labor in

stated

manufactures, that

the laborer is brought face to face with the intellectual potencies of
the material proe..t of production, as the ProPerry of another, and
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as a ruling power. This separation begins in simple co-operation,
where the capitalist represeflts to the single workman, the oneness
and the will of the associated labor. It is developed in manufacrure
which cuts down the laborer into a detail laborer. It is completed
in modern indristry, which makes s_c1e-qi_1.a productive force distinct
from labor and presses it into the service of capital.""

X. Tbe rVorki.ng

Class as tbe Hei.rs of Science

But if capitalism had built up science as a productive force, the
very character of the new mode of production was serving to make
capitalism itself unnecessary. Even while Marx was writing, in the
very heyday of capitalism, he was able to see signs of its decay
and the beginning of the process of monopolistic restriction that has
grown so monstrously since his time. But Marx knew well enough
that however supetfluous and even disastrous capitalism was becoming, it would not vanish of itself. Nor would.it merge impetceptibly
into a better system, as well-meaning or cowardly liberals or socialists
would have liked to think. He knew that the full social use of
science could come only when the proletariat, rhe class that had
been called into existence by industty, itself controlled the productive system that it was already maintaining by its own co-operative
labot. Marx said this plainly in the speech which he gave at the
anniversary dinner of the People's Paper in 18)6:
"There is one great fact, characteristic of this, our nineteenth
century, a fact which no parry dares deny. On the one hand, there
have started into life industrial and scientific forces, which no epoch
of the former human history had ever suspected. On the other hand,
thete exist symptoms of decay, far surpassing the horrors recorded
of the latter times of the Roman Empire. In our days everything
seems pregnant with its contrary; machinery gifted with the wonderful power of shortening and fructifying human labor, we behold
starving and overworking it. The new-fangled sources of wealth, by
some strange weird spell, are turned into sources of want, The
victories of art seem bought by the loss of character. At the same
pace that mankind masters nature, mafl seems to become enslaved
to other men ot to his own infamy. Even the pure light of science
seems unable to shine but on the dark background of ignorance.
33

All our invention and progress seem to result in endowing material
forces with intellectual life, and in srultifying human life into a
material force. This antagonism between modern industy and
science on the one hand, modern misery and dissolution on the other

hand; this antagonism between the productive powers and the social
relations of our epoch is a fact, palpable, overwhelming, and not to
be conffoverted. Some parties may wail over it; orhers may wish to
get rid of modern arts in order to get rid of modern conflicts. Or
they may imagine that so signal a progress in industry wants to be
completed by as signal a regress in politics. On ol.rr part, we do not
mistake the shape of the shrewd spirit that continues to mark all
these contradictions. \7e know that to work well the new-fangled
forces of society, they only want to be mastered by new-fangled
msn-a1d such are the working men. They are as much the invention of rnodern time as machinery itself. In the signs that bewilder
the middle class, the aristocrary and the poor prophets of regression,
we do recognize our brave friend, Robin Goodfellow, the old mole,
that can work in the earth so fasg that worthy pioneer-the revolution. The English working men are the first born sons of modern

indusry. They will then, cerainly, not be the last in aiding the
social revolution produced by that industy, a revolution, which
means the emancipation of their own class all over the wodd, which
is as universal as capital-.rule and wages-slavery.""

In this Marx brings out both the importance of

it

science and the

is only thro'r.rgh the working class that it can effectively
be used. The essential feature of modern industry as he saw it-the
social production of value---cannot wotk effectively unless it is
accompanied by the social utilization of the values produced. The
only people who can ensure that social utilization are rhe people
who suffer from the present sysrem and who themselves are the
ma;'or motive force of that system-the industrial workers.
Marx here clearly foreshadows a productive system which would
be far more conscio'usly conuolled by the people than anything that
capitalism could evolve. In this conrrol he sees the possibility of
achieving results which are impossible in the constant pursuit of
profit, which warps all constructive enterprise, and in the anatchy
of ptoduction imposed by the conditions of tlr,e market. That social
conuol is, therefore, itself a condition of freedorn. It was to this end
that Marx called on the working class to take the matter into their
own hands by overthrowing the,bourgeois state. Then only would
fact that

the "orre science," cornprising the science of nature and of humaniry,
be able to take form in practice as well as in theory. In this, as in
hy as well as politics, Marx throughout
rure into the present. He both foresaw

of his prophecy.

XI. The Heri.tage of Marx
Looking back now over rhe years since Marx's death we should
be able to appreciate s
tance of his understanding of the relation
uction, and political
forms. Yet how few i
knowledge
tt e

of the great

^.rdeven
our time have
begun to do sol Certainly the majority of intellectuals of his own
time did nor. Most of the "well-educated" scientists who were,
experience

philosophy, and particulady the need to combine at every stage their
understanding with their action.

Marx himself had been the fusr ro set our the laws of transfor-

"Karl Marx was one of those rare men who are fitted for the front
rank both in science and in public life. So intimately did he combine these two fields that we shall never understand irim unless we
regard him simultaneously as man of science and as socialist fighter.
\DThile he was of the opinion that every science
must be cultivated
for its own sake and that when we undertake scientific research we
should not trouble ourselves about the possible consequences, never35

theless, he held that the mafl of learning, if he does not wish to
degrade himself, must never cease to participate in public affairs
not be content to shut himself up in his study or his labora-rn.,r,
tory, like a maggot in a cheese, and to shun the social and political
:struggles of his contemporaries. 'science must not be a selfish pleasure.
Those who are so lucky as to be able to devote themselves to scientific pursuits should be the first to put their knowledge at the service
of mankind.' One of his favorite sayings was, 'S7ork for the
world."'33
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In the course of the century since Marx's first analysis of capi-

Marx made no secret of his teaching,
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fact, as we all
know from our bitter experience, it has very much increased them'
1850 to 1950 *J huo. witnessed crises growing in depth

from

to grow and Prosper. And there are now gtowing round- it,
west and east, other-states imbued with the same creative philosamack,
DPhy.

immeasurably larger than they were in 1850. Nevertheless it would
be absurd to say that on that accoulrt everybody is mote comfortable
and free from anxiety now than they were then. Al1 that has hap-

pened is that the gap between what is being done for humanity,
aod what could be done for it through science, is fat wider. Science
appears to the scientist, as well as to the ordinary membet of the
public, no longer as a hopeful and beneficent force, but as some-

thing which is willy-nilly being used fot increasingly futile or
destructive puiposes. It becornes more and mote difficult to think
of science absttacted from society. The indirect control through
benefactions and government grants, well-concealed by the doctrine
of pure science, can no longer operate on the scale demanded. In

capitalist countries the scientists are now directly conttolled by
governments or by monopolies, and often in a peculiatly unpleasant
way. The process has indeed been so rapidly accelerated since the
v/ar that most scientists are still left completely bewildered.
\7ith the increasing complexiry of science, its co.sts have risen
to such an extent as to make it almost completely dependent on
either government or monopoly support. That support is now given
increasingly

for military

purposes, directly

or indirectly. Already

over 80 per cent of government expenditures on science both in
Britain and the United States is devoted to war purposes. The proport.ion is now going up so fast that research for putposes of human
betterment in backward countries and even in advanced industtial
countries is stagnating or is actually being cut down.
As galling to the individual scientist is the effect of secrecy-an
inevitable concomitant of the use of science for military PurPoses.
All the old commonplaces of science, the ideas of free research and
free publication ate gradually being eaten awa|,* and their place
is being taken by a system of inspection and police supervision,
with the sanctions of dismissal or imprisonment, which make the
modern scientists hardly freer than the expensively trained cultured
Greek slaves of Roman times.
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In this period, too, science has undergone enormous and progressive changes. Our knowledge of the universe in 19)0, inanimate
and living, and with it our powers of control of nature, are almost
36

* Here is a most politely phrased ofigial estimation of what is in store:
". . . One of our difficulties in utilizing the Universities is that University

professors and scientists broadly claim that they should be entitled to publish
anything that they discover. A great deal of the work which v-e want them
to undertake is so highly secret that we could not allow them to publish
it, and that does to some extent cramp our style, It is a point which am
at present discussing with Sir John Lennard-Jones, who is Chairman of our
Scientific Advisory Council, and I have been asking him if he could persuade

I
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This control under cover of "security" does not stop ai diattefs
research. It goes into matters of political opinion and even of
ttrose of scientific thought itself.* It is becoming increasingly
difficult in the United States and in all the countries whide it
dominates for anyone who has not got the appropriate beliefs to
do any scientific work at all. Loyalty oaths and political t€sts are
rapidly becoming the requirements for the scientffic research or
teaching job.f The essential condition is that the recipient of

of

the Universities to undertake a little more 'aimed' research. He is hoping
to be able to do something in that direction. It is a real point that the Universities could do more for us, but they are not prepared to accept the restrictions which we may impose in respect of particular projets." (Evidence
given by Sir Archibald Rowlandson [Permanent Secretary Ministry of Supplyl to Select Committee on Estitates 17tb Report lSub-Cttee. B,) "The

pefense Estimates," HMSO, p. 7, para. 1311.)
Another more pointed reminder was given by Viscount Portal in a speech
at the p.oyal Society Aoniversary Dinner in November 1951:
". . . T-here can be very few people with any spark of idealism in them
who do riot respect and admire the ideal of the freedom of science. But
pay I say with equal sincerity that there can be very few people with a spatk
of political sense in them who do not see that, for the present at any tate,
this ideel qannot be allowed to hold full sway. . . .
"There is alryady z gleat body of scientists and technologists working for
Industry to whon the idea of secrecy has become familiar. These men have
not found that loyalty to the scientific ideal is incompatible with loyalty
to the firm that employs them. How much Iess should it be incompatible

with loyalty to their olvn

"!7e must howevet

cour-rtry?

recognize that there are some scientists who for
conscientious reasons resent the need for restrictions and who, by propagating their rather one-sided views, may help to weaken the national loyalry
of some of those, especially the young, on whom we have to rely."

* Dr. Du Bois,

scientific funds should not in anti way eriticize what is done with
the result of his work and that he should have an absolute belief
in the rightness of the actions of his government. The same kind
of thing may well follow here, unless it meets the solid resistance
of the scientists and people of Britain.
Of course, it is not very difficult for a number of people to submit
to these conditions, but that submission is made at a very heavy
cost.'r It reinfotces the already very strong sanctiori which has
existed in capitalist society ever since its beginoing against aoy
kind of investigation which might criticize the bases of capitalist
economy and the structure of sociery itself. This leads to a kind
of inculcated arid automatic stupidity.
There has never been a time, not everl at the heiSht of the reaction to the French Revolution, in which conventional thinking
with a tendency towards mystical and religious belief has been more
coflrmon in science. Such thinking is now becoming alrnost obligatory
for "respectable" scientists, and those to whom it comes natutally

to be promoted to the highest posts.f
^pt at a time when the internal developments of science itself
Juit
are pointing more and more cleady to the unity of all the sciences
are

and to the close relations between science and economic and historic
processes, it becomes a matter of faith that science must be con'

sidered as perfectly free and independent from those
+ See

processes.

Loyaby *nd. Seience, Cornell University Press,

I7. Gellhorn, Seutity,
1950, in which the ill eftects of thought control in science ate shown to be
already evident.
t Sir Tflalter Mobedy indicates how this can be done in the most gentlernanly and unobtrusive manfler:
"\7ith regard to honest heretics no doctrinaire rule can be laid down,
but there are tsro guiding principles. First the university's

fundamental

of the most distinguished of American sociologists had,
at the age of 82, to stand trial for the crime of being an unregisteted foreign
agent because of his advocacy of peace. That he was acquitted is a tribute to
rhe wodd=wide protest his case excited. Professor Struik of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology is indicted for conspiring to overthrow the governlnent of the United States of America by force and violence because he
taught Marxist theory. Dr. SBitzer was dismissed from his post for writiog in
a scientific journal tfrag it might be advisable to study Lysenko's theories
before denguncing them. Nearer hqrne there is the case of Joliot-Curie, who
lost his post as Director of Atomic Energy in France because he declared that
he would oot be a party to using it for desttuctive ends.
t See G. R. Stewart, Tbe Year of tbe Oatb; tbe f.sbt for acad,enic freed.orn
al tbe Uniaersity of California (in collaboration with other ptofessors of the
University of California), New York, 1950.

,orientation must be maintained. The admission to teaching posts of those
who repudiate it in such quantities as to threaten it should be opposed.
Secondly, as we have seen, hetetics may have a genuine contribution to
make, and subject to the above qualifrcation should not only be tolerated
but be made welcome.
"The practical application of these principles will vary with different
,ofices and different subjects. \7hen the appointment in question is that
of Vice-Chancellor or Principal, 'Head of a House,' ITarden of a Hall, ormore doubtfully-Dean of a Faculty, it is to be remembered that, in his
own institution, he is the only one of his kind. As its oficial head, he should
e the most influential persoo io it. He may belong to any one of a large
variety of schools of, thought; but his basic values and outlook should be
{ongruous with those of the university." (Tbe Crisis in the Uniaersitlt, Lon-

18
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Just at a time when science, from physics to biology, is deepty imbued with the essentially Marxist idea of historical and dialectical
transformation, it becomes dangerous heresy to believe in any such
changes at all.

In

fact, the criterion for success in science is the admission of
complete and blank ignorance, of which a magnificenr example
has been provided in a book by Dr. Vannevar Bush, the war-rime
director of military scientific research in the United States:
"Yet the whole affair is a ghastly fallacy. Science has been misread.
Science does not exclude faith. And faith alone can meet the threat
that now hangs over us.
"Science does not teach a harsh materialism. It does not teach anything at all beyond its boundaries, and those boundaries are severely

limited by science itself.
"Science builds great telescopes to extend the power of man's
vision. But it does nor examine how the cosmos first appeared
to be reasoned about. Still more strongly, it is silent as to whether
there was a gteat purpose in the creation of the cosmos beyond the
grasp of the feeble mind of man. These things are forever beyond

its ken.

"Science builds microscopes to delve into the inner recesses of
matter.
"It speculates as to whether all is cause and efiect, or whether
there is an element of probability and chance, even in the interre-

lation of physical things. But when it comes to the reason why these

forces exist, what their ultimate narure is, how they came
it pauses. These things are beyond its ken.
"Science looks at life.

to

appeat,

"It traces the evolution from a primordial cell under the suo
to a system of organic life culminating in man, and it teaches man
how best to cope with his environment. But it does not speculate
as to how the materials and processes thar were involved came
ultimately to be present, or whether these were chance or were
expressly designed to produce a mar,. These things are beyond
its ken.
"Science probes into the mind of man itself.
But it does
not define consciousness or tell us why there is a being on the

earth s/ho can reason as ro why he is there. It does not speak with
authoriry as to whether there is such a thing as free will, a choice
of actions over and above that dictated by the operations of the
40

mechanism.

It

does not deal

with faith. These things are beyond its

ken."3a

The irony of rhe siruatiotr is that all this obscurantism aud. re cas part of the "freedom of science" and of "I7estern
Civilization." Even history can be perverted to such an extent rhar
the Catholic Church is portrayed as a patron and promoter of
scientific progress as part of Christian civllization. Thls is despite
the fact that it did its best throughout most of its histoty to prerrent
science existing at all outside a fixed dogmatic scheme.
ITith this reaction goes a deep-seated pessimism as to the possibilities of the use of science for human betterment. There is a
return to Malthusian ideas of ovetpopulation and the limited
narure of the world's resources. Much of this agitation conceals
rather badly the basic bourgeois fear that the people-the "inferior"
masses, the Negroes, the Orientals-will push those above them
out of their privileged places. It passes imperceptibly into the race
theory of the fascists, and will lead again, unless it is checked, to

tion is paraded

war arrd mass destruction. The destructive elements in science

are

extolled, the creative disparaged.*

XIIL

The Netu Socialist lf,/orld-sctence for
the People

Fortunately, thanks to Marx, there is another side to the picture,
first in theory, now in pracrice. Already by 1843 Engels had chalienged the theory of the decreasing productivity of the soil:
"The extent of land is limited. Very well. The amount of labor
power which has to be applied ro this area increases with the
population; let us even assume that the increase of the yield is not
always proportionare ro rhe increase of labor; yet rhere still remains
a third factor-which never counts for anyrhing with the economists, it is true-namely science, and the advance of science is
as limitless and ar. least as rapid as that of population. How much
of the progress of agriculrure in this century is due to chemistry
* This 6nds practical expression in the relative sums of well under
$1,000,000,000 budgeted by the U.S. Government for assistance to the
under-developed countries in which 1,100,000,000 people live (given
under President Truman's celebrated "Point four" program) and over
$10,000,000,000 budgeted tor mititary preparations (1952-fi).

This is very different from the position under capitalism. Under
capitalism science is ]imited in academic circres 1o diluted and
unco-ord
to the understanding of nature, In
practice
is ptofitable to do so"or where it can
ptoduce
e is a violent refusal to treat science
as a whole and to relate its various parts in any comprehensive
plan of human betterment. Such a plan would in efied be com_

pletely nonsensical in a capitalist co.,rrt.y, because it would be absurd

pfogresslve way.
Socialist planning

of science is often distorted and caricatured as
in advance. No such

an attempt to plan thoughts and inventions

of the revolution.
Now in oir time, after another wodd catastrophe brought about

as the leading force

varied categoties from mathematicians to archaeorogists are studyon the spot and in theit laboratories, the multiplicity of proL_
lng,
lems that need to be formulated and solved.*
local and national characteristics, Marx's original ideas of the relaThis implies both a wider and a deeper use of science. The deeper
understanding comes from surmounting the conventional bartilrs
nts

and is becoming part of the everyday life and work
majoriry of the population.
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ultimately at their expense, that it implies in the first place speed-up
and in the second unemployment. It is only in a state where the
workers themselves are in control and where unemployment is
impossible that this natural and quite rational fear of science is
removed, At the same time science under socialism is made a
popular possession in a way never possible in capitalist co'r.rntries,
where the study and pracdce of science afe more or less an exclusive
privilege of the middle and upper classes, and of such rare specimens
of the working class as can be easily assimilated into them. In the
Soviet Union aod the New Democracies this monopoly is ahb
completely broken down. Science becornes the property of the whole
people, fustly by ensuring that most scientists ate drawn from the

working people, and then by directly involving working people
in scieotific research relevant to their own problems;* and so it
rouses an interest only equivalent to that held in the countries of
capitalism in sport or crime.
As a result of this experience we can see how the possibilities
of the development of science under capitalism ate crippled, because all scientific activity is retained in the hands of a small and
quasihereditary class. This inevitably slows down all scientific
development, quite apart from the limitations imposed by a class
outlook. Fon the rapidity of advance of any enterprise is not merely
proportional to the number of people engaged in it, but also depends
far more on the possibilities of finding people with a specific talent,
and on the stimulation of one person by anothet. Such possibilities
and such stimulation are hampered by the capitalist monopoly of
science. But they are the immediate results of the popular expansion
of science under socialism.
The constructive use of science in socialist countries and the work
of trying to build communism on the basis of a successful socialism
in the sense that Marx fotesaw, are alteady the beginning of the
next round of dialectical transfotmation. But this change is radically
different from that by which capitalism was transformed, and is still
being transformed, into socialism. That was a violent change made
necessary by the class division of the oldet sociery. \7ith the abolition of classes the struggle becomes one flot between men and men,
but takes place in the field of ideas and in the means of handling

material problems. Its methods are those

of

criticism and self-

criticism. In Zhdanov's words:
+ See

G. Eish,The Peoplds

Aca.d.emy,
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Moscow, 1949.

'Tn our Soviet

society, where antagonistic classes have been

liquidated, the struggle between the old and the new, and consequently
the development from the lower to the higher, proceeds not in the
form of struggle between antagonistic classes and of cataclysms,
as is the case under capitalism, but in the form of criticism and selfcriticism, which is the real motive force of our development, a
powerful instrument in the hands of the Communist Party. This is
incontestably a new ,rspect of movemeflt, a nevr type of development, a new dialectical law."tu
N7e are w,itnessing today in the Soviet Union, as also in the New
Democracies and in China, not only great material achievements
but an exciting new phase in human intellectual development, one
in which the ideas of Marx are a stimulus to nes/ achievements
both material and intellectual, and where that understanding of

the world of which he dreamt is coming into existence. For the
philosopher has in fact started to change the wotld, and what we
have seen now is but a small foretaste of things to come. The
struggle is still in front of us, but we can be confident of the future,
for man through knowledge is at last becoming master of his fate.

The discovery of surplus value suddenly threw light on the problem in trying to solve which all previous investigators, both Lourgeois economists and socialist critics, had been groping in the dark.
"Two such discoveries would be enough for one lifetime. Hrppy
the man to whom it is granted to make even one such discovery.
But in every single field which Man< investigated-and he investigated very many fields, none of them superficially-io every field,
even in that of mathematics, he made independent discoveries.
"Such was the man of science. But this was nor even half the
man. Science was for Marx a historically dynamic, revolutionary
force. Ilowever great the joy with which he welcomed a new discovery in some theoretical science whose practical application perhaps it was as yer quite impossible to envisage, he experienced quite
another kind of joy when the discovery involved immediate revolutionary changes in industry and in the general course of history.""'

It

is then, as Marx has shown us, that his real history begins.
can most fitly conclude in the words of Engels at the graveside
of Marx, where he emphasized Marx's conttibution to the deepening and enlarging of the field of science:

I

"Just as Darwin discovered the law of evolution in organic
nature, so Marx discovered the law of evolution in human historli
he discovered the simple fact, hitherto concealed by an ovetgrowth
of ideology, that mankind must first of all eat and drink, have shelter
and clothing, before it can pursue politics, science, religion, art, etc.,
and that therefore the ptoduction of the immediate material means
of subsistence and consequently the degtee of economic development attained by a given people ot during a given epoch, fotm
the foundation upon which the state institutions, the legal concePtions, the art and even the religious ideas of the people concerned
have been evolved, and in the light of which these things must
therefore be explained, instead of vice versa as had hitherto been
the

case.

"But that is not all. Marx also discovered the special law of
motion governing the ptesent-day capitalist mode of production
and the bourgeois society that this mode of production has created.
46
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